SEATING OPTION OVERVIEW
When ordering options for your OFS seating, a complete description of the item and list price must be detailed on the order.

ARM KITS

CR10 – Fixed Arms
Available on: InSync

CR24 – Height and Width Adjustable Arms with Sliding and Pivot Pads
Available on: InSync

CR25 – Height and Width Adjustable Arms with Sliding and Pivot Pads - Black/Chrome
Available on: InSync

CR26 – Height Adjustable Arms with FS Pads - Black/Chrome
Available on: InSync

CR27 – Height Adjustable Arms with FS Pads
Available on: InSync

CR14 – Fixed Cantilever Arms
Available on: Bolero

CR10 – Genus SC Fixed Arms
Available on: 3701, 3703, 3705, 3711 and 3713

CR10 – Genus HD Stacker Fixed Arms
Available on: Genus

CR11 – Height Adjustable Arms
Available on: Emme

CR12 – Height and Width Adjustable Arms
Available on: Emme

CR14 – Fixed Cantilever Arms
Available on: Emme, Repose

CR16 – Fixed “T” Arms
Available on: Bolero, H

CR31 – Angled Height Adjustable Arms
Available on: Emme

CR32 – Angled Height and Width Adjustable Arms
Available on: Emme

CR12 – Height and Width Adjustable Arms
Available on: Bolero, HB

CR21 – Polished Aluminum Loop Arms with Urethan Cap
Available on: HB

CR22 – Fixed Loop Arms
Available on: HB

CR23 – Polished Aluminum Loop Arms with Insert Pad
Available on: HB

Can not be sold or repaired separately
ARM KITS CONTINUED

CR17 – Height Adjustable Arms - Black/Chrome
Available on: Bolero, HB

CR18 – Height and Width Adjustable Arms - Black/Chrome
Available on: Bolero, HB

CR11 – Heavy-Duty Height Adjustable Arms
Available on: Emme HD

CR12 – Heavy-Duty Height and Width Adjustable Arms
Available on: Emme HD

CR20 – Polished Aluminum Cantilever Arms
Available on: Revel

CR10 – Fixed Arms
Available on: Airus

CR28 – Polished Aluminum Arms with Insert Pad
Available on: Repose

CR11 – Height Adjustable Arms
Available on: Airus

CR12 – Height and Width Adjustable Arms
Available on: Airus

CR20 – Polished Aluminum Cantilever Arms
Available on: Genus

CR13 – 4D Pivoting Arms
Available on: Sladr, Genus, Revel

CR29 – 2D Arms
Available on: Zonal

CR13 – 4D Pivoting Arms
Available on: Zonal

CR30 – Polished Aluminum Fixed Arms
Available on: Zonal

Airus Guest – Fixed Arms
Available on: 1509, 1529

ARM PADS

A1
Standard on: InSync Arm: CR10
Dimensions: 10.25"d x 3.375"w

A2
Standard on: InSync Arm: CR24, CR25
Dimensions: 10.25"d x 4"w

C1
Standard on: Revel Arm: CR13
Dimensions: 11"d x 3.25"w

C2
Standard on: Genus, PCA, PGR Arm: CR13
Dimensions: 10"d x 4"w

D
Standard on: Airus Arm: CR11, CR12
Dimensions: 9.125"d x 3.5"w
ARM PADS CONTINUED

**E**
- Standard on: Emme
- Arm: CR15
- Dimensions: 10.125”d x 3.125”w

**F**
- Standard on: Emme
- Arm: CR31, CR32, CR11, CR12
- Standard on: Emme HD
- Arm: CR11, CR12
- Dimensions: 10”d x 4”w

**FS**
- Standard on: InSync
- Arm: CR26, CR27
- Dimensions: 10”d x 3.5”w

**H**
- Standard on: Bolero, HB
- Arm: CR15, CR16, CR11, CR12, CR17, CR18
- Dimensions: 10.5”d x 3.75”w

**R**
- Dimensions: 10.5”d x 3.375”w

**Sladr PCA**
- Available on: Sladr
- Arm: CR13
- Dimensions: 10.375”d x 3.5”w

**Sladr PGR**
- Available on: Sladr
- Arm: CR13
- Dimensions: 10.375”d x 3.5”w

**Zonal PCA**
- Available on: Zonal
- Arm: CR29, CR13
- Dimensions: 9.5”d x 3.5”w

**Zonal PGR**
- Available on: Zonal
- Arm: CR29, CR13
- Dimensions: 9.5”d x 3.5”w

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

**TT** - Black Nylon Base
- Available on: Emme, Repose

**TU** - Polished Aluminum Base
- Available on: Emme, Repose

**B13** - Heavy-Duty Black Nylon Base with Steel Insert
- Available on: Bolero HD, Emme HD

**TT** - Black Nylon Base
- Available on: Bolero, HB, InSync, Revel

**TU** - Polished Aluminum Base
- Available on: Airus, Bolero, HB, InSync, Revel

**MTCHB** - Nylon Base - Carbon, Graphite, Chalk
- Available on: Genus 3600 series

**TT** - Nylon Base - Black
- Available on: Genus SC (3700), Genus Light Task (3805), InSync STS

**TU** - Polished Aluminum Base
- Available on: Genus, InSync STS, Sladr

**TU** - Black Nylon Base
- Available on: Airus

**TT** - Black Nylon Base
- Available on: Bolero, HB, InSync, Revel

4-Star Polished Aluminum Base
- Available on: Genus Conference Task
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS CONTINUED

**TT - Black Nylon Base**
Available on: Emme

**B23 - (C) Carbon, (G) Graphite, (K) Chalk Nylon Base**
Available on: Sladr

**B24 - (C) Carbon, (G) Graphite, (K) Chalk Nylon Base**
Available on: Zonal

**TU - Polished Aluminum Base**
Available on: Zonal

**B26 - (C) Carbon, (G) Graphite, (K) Chalk Nylon Base**
Available on: Pret

**TU - Polished Aluminum Base**
Available on: Pret

**DL3 - Dolly**
Available on: Airus SC, Genus SC
Stacks: 6 High* (Airus SC)
Stacks: 5 High* (Genus SC)
*When stacked appropriately

**DL7 - Dolly**
Available on: Intu
Stacks: 35 High* with Plastic Shell
Stacks: 10 High* with Plastic Back and Upholstered Seat
*When stacked appropriately

**DL8 - Dolly**
Available on: Genus Stacker
Stacks: 25 High* Armless, all plastic
Stacks: 20 High* Arm, all plastic
Stacks: 10 High* Arm or armless, upholstered seat
*When stacked appropriately

**FCA - Carbon Frame**
Available on: Pret, Sladr, Zonal, Genus

**FCH - Chalk Frame**
Available on: Pret, Sladr, Zonal, Genus

**FGR - Graphite Frame**
Available on: Pret, Sladr, Zonal, Genus

**GD2 - Ganging Device**
Quantity: 2 Pair per set

**GD4 - Ganging Device**
Available on: Genus HD Stacker (Armless)
Quantity: 1 Pair per set

**GD6 - Ganging Device**
Available on: Intu
Quantity: 1 Pair per set

**C4 - Ganging Device**
Available on: Airus Guest
Quantity: 1 Pair per set

**HR1 - Adjustable Headrest - Foam mesh**
Available on: Genus

**HR2 - Adjustable headrest - Fully upholstered**
Available on: InSync with Knit Back Only

**ALB5 - Adjustable Lumbar Support System**
Height From Seat: 6 7/8” - 9 5/8” (2 1/2” Range)
Available on: Bolero

**ALB5 - Adjustable Lumbar Support System**
Height From Seat: 7 3/8” - 9 5/8” (2” Range)
Available on: Bolero

**ALB5 - Adjustable Lumbar Support System**
Height From Seat: 5 1/4” - 8 1/4” (3” Range)
Available on: Genus
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS CONTINUED

**L7** - (C) Carbon, (G) Graphite, (K) Chalk Lumbar Support System
Height From Seat: 6\(\frac{3}{4}\)"/ 8\(\frac{1}{2}\)" (1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" Range)
Available on: Sladr

**L8C** - Carbon Lumbar Support System
Height From Seat: 5" - 9\(\frac{1}{4}\" (4" Range)
Available on: Zonal

**L8G** - Graphite Lumbar Support System
Height From Seat: 5" - 9\(\frac{1}{4}\" (4" Range)
Available on: Zonal

**SS3** - Seat Slider
6 Positions and Slides 2\(\frac{1}{2}\"
Available on: PSA5, MSA2, HSA6

**SS3** - Seat Slider
5 Positions and Slides 2"
Available on: BST1, SSA2

**SS3** - Seat Slider
6 Positions and Slides 2 1/2"
Available on: ASA7

**SS3** - Seat Slider
5 Positions and Slides 2 1/2" (2" for Bolero and Genus)
Available on: BDB3

**SS3** - Seat Slider
5 Positions and Slides 2"
Available on: STT8

**SS3** - Seat Slider
7 Positions and Slides 2.75"
Available on: BDB4 Control

**SS3** - Seat Slider
5 Positions and Slides 2.25"
Available on: BDB5 Control

**W48** - Hard Wheel Casters
Available on: Bolero Stool, Bolero HD, emme, Emme HD, Repose
Size: 55mm Wheel/45mm Barrel
Quantity: 5 per set
Color: Black
Surface: Carpet Floors

**W49** - Soft Wheel Casters with Safety Brake
Available on: Bolero HD, Emme, Emme HD, Repose
Size: 50mm Wheel/45mm Barrel
Quantity: 5 per set
Color: Black
Surface: Hard Floors

**W52** - Soft Wheel Casters
Available on: Bolero Stool, Bolero HD, Emme, Emme HD, Repose
Size: 50mm Wheel/45mm Barrel
Quantity: 5 per set
Color: Black
Surface: Hard Floors

**W39** - High Glides for 5-Leg Star Base
Available on: All 5-Leg Star Bases
Size: 50mm Wheel/45mm Barrel
Quantity: 5 per set
Color: Black
Surface: Hard Floors
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS CONTINUED

**W33** - Clear Nylon Glides  
Available on: Genus Stacker, Intu  
Quantity: 4 per set  
Surface: Carpet and Hard Floors

**W48** - Hard Wheel Casters  
Available on: Airus, Bolero, Genus, HB, InSync, Pret, Revel, Sladr, Zonal  
Size: 60mm Wheel/25mm Barrel  
Quantity: 5 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Carpet Floors

**W49** - Soft Wheel Casters  
Available on: Airus, Bolero, Genus, HB, InSync, Pret, Revel, Sladr, Zonal  
Size: 60mm Wheel/25mm Barrel  
Quantity: 5 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Hard Floors

**W32** - Nylon Glides  
Available on: HB Guest  
Size: 1/8" high x 1" diameter base with 1 1/4" stem  
Quantity: 4 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Carpet Floors

**W47** - Nylon Glides  
Available on: Genus Side Chair  
Size: 2 7/8" high x 7/8" diameter base with 1 1/4" stem  
Quantity: 4 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Carpet Floors

**W46** - Felt Tip Nylon Glides  
Available on: Genus Stool  
Size: 1/4" high x 7/8" diameter base with 1/2" stem  
Quantity: 4 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Carpet Floors

**W47** - Nylon Glides  
Available on: Acen, Airus Guest  
Size: 2 1/4" high x 7/8" diameter base with 1 1/4" stem  
Quantity: 4 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Hard Floors

**W49** - Soft Wheel Casters  
Available on: Acen, Airus Guest  
Size: 50mm Wheel  
Quantity: 4 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Hard Floors

**W50** - Reverse Braking Hard Wheel Casters  
Available on: InSync STS, Genus Stool  
Size: 50mm Wheel  
Quantity: 5 per set  
Color: Black  
Surface: Carpet Floors

**W51** - Reverse Braking Soft Wheel Casters  
Available on: InSync STS, Genus Stool  
Size: 50mm Wheel  
Quantity: 5 per set  
Color: Black with Grey  
Surface: Hard Floors
CONTROL GUIDE

PSA5 - Posture Back
Single lever controls, back ONLY (fixed seat). Good for moderate to computer and clerical applications, providing a basic level of ergonomic support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Back Angle Adjustment
3. Back Height Adjustment (Select Models)
Available on: Bolero, Emme

BST1 - Basic Synchro Tilt
Used for management or task providing ultimate seating comfort throughout the day. Ergonomic control adjusts to the user’s body weight and can tilt free or lock in three positions ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Tension Control
3. Back Height Adjustment (Select Models)
4. Synchronized Seat and Back Tilt Adjustment
Available on: Airus, Bolero, Bolero HD, HB, Repose, Revel

SSA2 - Simple Synchro Tilt
Used for the executive, management, or task providing ultimate seating comfort throughout the day. Ergonomic control adjusts to the user’s body weight and can tilt free or lock in five positions ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Tension Control
3. Back Height Adjustment (Select Models)
4. Synchronized Seat and Back Tilt Adjustment
Available on: Emme

ASA7 - Advanced Synchro Tilt with Side Tension Knob
Used for the executive, management, or task providing ultimate seating comfort throughout the day. Ergonomic control adjusts to the user’s body weight and can tilt free or lock in three positions ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Tension Control
3. Synchronized Seat and Back Tilt Adjustment
Available on: Emme, HB

STT8 - Synchro Tilt with Side Tension Knob
Used for the executive, management, or task providing ultimate seating comfort throughout the day. Ergonomic control adjusts to the user’s body weight and can tilt free or lock in three positions ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Tension Control
3. Synchronized Seat and Back Tilt Adjustment
Available on: Genus

KNT3 - Knee Tilt
Lean back or lock upright. Suited for the executive or manager, providing dynamic firm support with reduced front seat rise.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Tension Control
3. Seat and Back Tilt Adjustment
Available on: Emme, HB

MSA2 - Multi-Function Performance features for the highest level of multi-task requirements. Fully adjustable for complete ergonomic support.
Controls:
1. Back Angle Adjustment
2. Seat Height Adjustment
3. Seat Angle Adjustment
4. Forward Tilt Angle Adjustment
5. Tension Control
6. Back Height Adjustment (Select Models)
Available on: Emme

HSA6 - Heavy-Duty Multi-Function Performance features for the highest level of multi-task requirements. Fully adjustable for complete ergonomic support.
Controls:
1. Back Angle Adjustment
2. Seat Height Adjustment
3. Seat Angle Adjustment
4. Forward Tilt Angle Adjustment
5. Tension Control
6. Back Height Adjustment (Select Models)
Available on: Emme HD

BDB1 - Body Balance Ergonomic, Weight-Activated, Body Balance Control, adjusts to the user’s body weight and can tilt free or lock in six positions ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Seat Slider and Back Angle Adjustment with Lock
Available on: InSync

BDB3 - Body Balance Ergonomic, Weight-Activated, Body Balance Control, adjusts to the user’s body weight and has a three position tilt adjustment ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Back Angle Adjustment with Limiter
3. Tension Control
4. Back Height Adjustment (Select Models)
Available on: Airus, Bolero, Bolero HD, Emme, Genus, HB, Repose, Revel
CONTROL GUIDE CONTINUED

**BDB4 - Body Balance**
Ergonomic, Weight-Activated, Body Balance Control, adjusts to the user’s body weight and has a two position tilt adjustment ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Back Angle Adjustment
3. Back Height Adjustment
   (Select Models)
Available on: Sladr

**BDB5 - Body Balance**
Ergonomic, Weight-Activated, Body Balance Control, adjusts to the user’s body weight and has a two position tilt adjustment ensuring proper back/lumbar support.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Back Angle Adjustment
3. Seat Slider Adjustment (in Seat)
4. Back Height Adjustment
   (Select Models)
Available on: Zonal

**S1 - Swivel Tilt**
Tilt seat – flexible for general office seating including private office and conference room settings.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Seat and Back Tilt Adjustment
3. Tension Control
Available on: Genus Task (3703), Genus Light Task

**SWT2 - Swivel Tilt**
Tilt seat – flexible for general office seating including private office and conference room settings.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
2. Seat and Back Tilt Adjustment
3. Tension Control
Available on: Genus Task (3703)

**SWT3 - Basic Swivel**
Basic swivel control suitable for general office tasking and allows the user to turn the chair 360°.
Controls: None
Available on: Genus Conference Task

**BST4 - Basic Task**
Basic control suitable for general office tasking and occasional typing or computer use.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
   (not available on Genus Conference Task chairs)
Available on: Genus Task (3703), Genus Conference Task, Genus Light Task, Genus Light Task Stool

**SWT4 - Swivel Tilt**
Tilt seat – flexible for general office seating including private office and conference room settings.
Controls:
1. Seat Height Adjustment
Available on: Genus Task (3703), Genus Conference Task, Genus Light Task, Genus Light Task Stool